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Dear CATS readers,

IATEFL Young Learner

DRAMA is not an easy subject to grapple with. Like ART,
LITERATURE and MUSIC – DRAMA means so many different
things. The corresponding breadth of application of drama in
EFL is reflected in the small but dynamic collection of articles
before you!

2008 – 2
Contents

Carol Read compares stories and drama, and highlights the
glorious features they share for scaffolding – from arousing
attention to the more challenging thinking from within the story
and exploring issues. Jim Wingate expresses with wonderful
clarity the vital confidence-giving nature of drama. David
Heathfield gives valuable advice on storytelling, encouraging
us all: We could do that! Alan Maley’s article is a totally fresh
look at something we’ve known all our lives: our voice.
According to Alan, our voice is “the deepest expression of who
we are”. That would explain why I’ve always detested dubbed
films – actors robbed of their own voices – sacrilege! Alan’s
article gives us delightful and useful ideas, for teachers as well
as students. With the next article we take a departure from
drama: Yousef H. A. Al-Maini describes his observations in
secondary schools in Saudi Arabia. He vividly paints a picture
which is still all too recognizable for many of us: too close a
reliance on the textbook, an overcrowded curriculum and
“separate packages of static content”. Rita Balbi introduces an
unusual project based on staging a clowns’ circus in Italian
primary schools. Mario Rinvolucri’s article shows ways of
putting children centre-stage in the simplest class activities –
the teacher following the children – giving children frames to
fill. Harry Kuchah’s report manages to be vibrantly colourful in
an entirely black and white newsletter, his picture of the “multilinguistic, multi-religious, multi-cultural and even multi-political”
Cameroon classroom is fascinating, his description of Wendy
Arnold’s reception there entirely moving. In my own article I
outline some of my favourite drama processes for interpreting
character, and Fernanda Mollá wants to help us “shake off the
dust and move forward” – she presents a lively picture of the
teacheractor.
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Introducing .... Hans Mol

YOUNG LEARNERS
SPECIAL INTEREST
GROUP

From April 2009 I will be joint coordinator, with Wendy
Arnold, and will continue to help realise all the wonderful
things YL SIG (YLT SIG as we will then be called) stands
for. Janice asked me to tell you a bit about myself, so here
goes.

YL SIG Committee Members

I joined the YL SIG committee in 2005 and have occupied
myself so far with the web links pages, membership & finance
and co-organising the October 2008 YL SIG events in
China/Korea. I’ve taught English in primary, secondary, adult,
vocational and higher education, in The Netherlands, Germany
and Indonesia. I was Director of Studies for various schools of
InHolland University which took me all over Europe and
Indonesia and gave me lots of valuable experience working
with international students. I also did a stint in EFL/ESL
publishing.

Joint Coordinator
Wendy Arnold
arnoldworld@gmail.com
Joint Coordinator
Niki Joseph
niki.joseph@netcabo.pt
Website Manager
Chris Etchells
etchells@countryschool.com

Over the years, at IATEFL conferences, I’ve presented on YL
grammar and using songs in the YL English classroom. I’ve
just finished writing a resources book Grammar for Young
Learners (with Gordon Lewis) to be published by OUP in 2009
and am working on a new young learner course for Latin
America and Asia. I got the writing bug quite early in my career
and co-wrote a series of textbooks for primary schools in
Holland, Real English, of which we have just (25 years later)
put out a third, new edition. I have written many other general
EFL, ESL, vocational, adult and ES(A)P materials, countryspecific and international ones. I have worked as author, coauthor, (level and series) editor, project co-ordinator and audio
producer in and for countries such as Holland, Germany,
Switzerland, Italy, United Kingdom, Hong Kong, Mexico, Brazil,
Japan, Indonesia and Australia.

YLSIG Business Developer
Gordon Lewis
weynta@yahoo.de
Membership & Finance officer, Web links editor
Hans Mol
connexxions@bigpond.com
Publications Editor
Janice Bland
janice.bland@uni-hildesheim.de
Publications Editor
Kerry Powell
kezza_powell@yahoo.co.uk

A sea change (swapping North Sea for Pacific) took us Down
Under where I live in subtropical Northern New South Wales
with my family and a bunch of cats, dogs, chickens, possums
and horses. I am a full-time writer and teacher trainer, running
my own businesses (www.connexxions.com.au,
www.supasongs.com and www.fracasenglish.com), writing for
publishing companies the world over, training teachers and
generally doing what Tiggers do best.

Events Co-ordinator
Caroline Linse
clinse@lycos.com
Discussion moderator
Dennis Newson
djn@dennisnewson.de

My pet interests in EFL are: English for young learners, how to
make grammar fun and relevant and how to learn through
songs; but I basically enjoy any level and any skill. When I’m
not writing or training, I create and produce songs for children,
teens and adults and I try to find time to paint, and ride my
white Percheron horse Big Boy.

Events Co-ordinator
Harry Kuchah
hkuchah@yahoo.com

To find out more about the YL SIG and
IATEFL please contact the websites:

I look forward to working with everybody! YLT SIG has very
exciting activities lined up for its members and for teachers of
young learners all over the world, as you will be able to read
elsewhere in this issue of CATS.

http://www.iatefl-ylsig.org (YL SIG website))
http://www.iatefl.org (IATEFL website)
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Co-ordinators’ report
2008

All over the place
The YLT SIG has been and will be eagerly putting the ‘I’ of
‘international’ into their activities. Part of our strategy is to bring
expertise and experience from all over the world to where you
are, either through our magazine, online discussions, our
website and UK-based IATEFL events. YLT SIG appreciates
that it is difficult for many of you to get to us and so we’ve
made it part of our mission to come to you through events
organized in collaboration with partners such as the British
Council.

Moving on
What’s in a name? A lot!
During the IATEFL AGM in Exeter, and during the YL SIG
forum at the same conference, some members pointed out that
the name of the YL SIG did not cover the age groups we cater
for. Having discussed this in the committee and with IATEFL,
we’ve decided to take up a ‘new’ name in 2009: YLT SIG or
‘young learners and teenagers special interest group’. This way
we hope to clarify the different age ranges which we
encompass. We hope this will solve the dilemma.

We thought we’d highlight on the world map some of the
places we’ve already visited and/or are planning to visit in the
next couple of years. By the time you are reading this copy of
CATS we may have just completed our China and Korea
events.

YL SIG Coordination

If you would like us to help you with an event in your country,
please do not hesitate to contact us and we will do our best to
come to you.

Secondly, we would like to introduce Hans Mol who is
‘shadowing’ co-ordinator for the YLT SIG. This means he is
following the work that Niki and Wendy do with the plan to take
over from Niki next April 2009. Hans has been an active
member on the YL SIG for many years, having ‘hands on’
experience in the roles of membership officer, finance officer,
editing the web link pages, creativity and now helping to
develop global events.

A warm goodbye for now and look forward to seeing more of
you all in the next few years.

Wendy Arnold – Niki Joseph – Hans Mol

YLT SIG – events overview 2007-2010
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Scaffolding children’s
learning through story
and drama

common examples from children’s stories may be to do with
making friends, not wanting to go to bed at bedtime, feeling
scared of the dark, or fussy about particular foods. As Bruner
(1996) has noted, we live our lives and shape our identities
through stories. Stories and drama also help children to make
sense of their own behaviour and others, and to develop
aspects of emotional intelligence, such as empathy. As
Bettelheim (1975) has also shown, the psychoanalytical
constructs of fairy tales reach deep into issues of self, identity
and the role of the family at both subconscious and
unconscious levels. In terms of scaffolding learning, stories and
drama focus on fictional characters, which engage children’s
attention, relate to their personal experience in some way and
at some level, and yet allow them to maintain a safe distance
from any problems and issues, which may beset their real
lives. This enables children to reflect more securely and openly
on matters which are significant to them because they remain
at one remove (talking about fictional characters rather than
directly about themselves), and this in turn helps to create
appropriate affective conditions for learning.

Carol Read
Scaffolding is a well-known metaphor widely used in
education and language teaching to describe the
guidance, collaboration and support provided by teachers
to lead children to new learning. As the metaphor implies,
scaffolding is a temporary construct which can be put up,
taken down, reinforced and strengthened, or dismantled
piece by piece once it is no longer needed, and as children
develop language and skills which enable them to act in
an increasingly competent, confident and independent
way (Read, 2006).

3 They engage Multiple Intelligences.
In a pedagogical context, stories and drama provide
opportunities for children to use different combinations of their
Multiple Intelligences (linguistic, visual-spatial, musical,
kinaesthetic, logical-deductive, interpersonal, intrapersonal,
naturalist) (Gardner, 1983) as “entry points” to learning
(Gardner, 1999). Through engaging different intelligences in
storytelling and drama activities, individual children have
opportunities to build on their personal strengths in order to
consolidate, extend and deepen their learning. This also
provides for variety and helps to broaden and maximise the
appeal of activities and activity cycles within lessons, a factor
which is important with any group and particularly with large
classes.

When working with children, storytelling and drama techniques
can be integrated and combined in multiple ways to provide
robust and flexible scaffolding. This underpins and props up
children’s learning in initial stages. It also provides appropriate
support as they gain in confidence, and opens the way to new
learning and the internalisation of language and skills in
enjoyable and creative ways.

Features of stories and drama
Stories and drama share a number of features (Read, 2007),
which make it natural to integrate and combine them in
scaffolding learning during language lessons with children:

1 They build on children’s capacity for play.
Events that happen in both stories and drama are playful.
People may meet giants, escape from hungry lions, fall in love,
get lost, angry, hurt or even die, but everybody knows that in
the story or drama this is only ‘pretend’, and that these things
don’t really happen. Even very young children quickly learn to
become adept at distinguishing between the conventions and
boundaries of stories and drama on the one hand, and real,
everyday life on the other. As well as being fascinating and
pleasurable for children, exploring the differences between
stories, drama and real life develops their potential for creativity
and imagination in a similar way to when they are engaged in
play. Although stories, drama and play are not the same,
children’s innate capacity for play allows them to construct
personal understandings and meaning from stories and drama
in a similar way.

2 They deal with significant issues.
Stories and drama both deal with issues that touch children’s
own lives closely, often in highly significant ways. Some

4 They appeal to different learning styles.
Stories and drama provide a wide appeal to children with
predominantly different learning styles, whether visual,
auditory, kinaesthetic, or a combination of these. Through the
use of a wide range of storytelling and drama techniques,
children can also be helped to develop and discover their own
individual learning styles and preferences.

5 They suspend norms of time, place and
identity.
Stories and drama both involve participants in colluding in the
temporary suspension of time, place and identity. A story may
take only 3-5 minutes to tell in real time, but in fictional time a
hundred years or more may pass. Similarly, in a drama activity
where, for example, children act out being monkeys in a forest,
the real place of the classroom and the identity of the children
are also temporarily transposed. This fantasy element intrinsic
to both stories and drama helps to make learning memorable in
the short and longer term.
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6 They are social and communal.

Scaffolding in practice

Both stories and drama are shared classroom events, which
take place in real time. As such, they provide a vehicle for the
teacher and children to be ‘intersubjectively engaged’, that is,
in a state where ‘participants are jointly focused on the activity
and its goals, and they draw each other’s attention in a
common direction’ (van Lier 1996:161). This feature of stories
and drama provides a framework for developing social skills
such as cooperation, collaboration, listening and turn taking
and helps to create appropriate affective conditions for learning
to take place.

In order to illustrate this in practice, the following examples are
based on Giraffes can’t dance (Andreae and Parker-Rees,
2000), a wonderful picture storybook in rhyming verses which
tells of Gerald the Giraffe’s anguish at being mocked by all the
other animals for his lack of dancing skills at the Jungle Dance.
The story starts:
Gerald was a tall giraffe
Whose neck was long and slim,
But his knees were awfully bandy
And his legs were rather thin. (Andreae & Parker-Rees, 2000)
We follow Gerald’s touching learning journey from his total loss
of self-esteem to his meeting with the wise cricket which leads
to his self-discovery and, finally, becoming the object of
admiration of all the animals for his brilliant dancing at the end
of the story. In terms of significant issues, the story touches on
the power of positive thinking, believing in yourself and your
ability to do things, as well as listening to and giving
encouragement to others. A feature of the story is the strong
rhythm and beat of the rhyming verses, similar to many
children’s nursery rhymes, and which Cook (1999) speculates
may also provide a way into the language.

7 They have rules and conventions.
As social events, stories and drama have inherent rules and
conventions to guide them. For example, in drama, rules
include that participants are usually expected to be seated and
watch while others perform, and to actively participate when it
is their turn. There are also conventions in terms of the
narrative structure of stories and drama, for example, the initial
disturbance of a state of equilibrium leading to the creation of
tensions, conflict and final resolution. Children’s familiarity with
the rules and conventions of story and drama may initially be
transferred from their first language and provide a known
context for effective scaffolding to take place.

An integrated approach

Some examples of storytelling and drama activities and
procedures using this story at each stage of the scaffolding
process in figure 1 are:

In an integrated approach, which combines storytelling and
drama techniques to scaffold children’s learning, the aim at a
global level may be that, over a series of lessons, possibly as
many as eight or twelve, the children will come back to the
story three or four times. During this period, their initial
receptive understanding of the story will be scaffolded in order
to enable them to act out and re-tell the story, to explore
relevant issues it raises, and to personalise and transfer some
of the language it contains to their own lives.

Scaffolding through story
and drama

Arouse interest, attention and curiosity
Children do two initial drama activities, a Sound collage and
Follow my leader (based on Read, 2007) to create the
atmosphere of the jungle in the story.
For the Sound collage, ask children to think of a jungle sound,
for example, the pitter-patter of rain, the trickling of a stream,
the whistling or hooting of birds, the footsteps of animals in the
undergrowth or the buzz of insects. Instruct children to make
their sound at regular intervals, loud enough for people around
them to hear it, but not so loud that they can’t hear other
people. Conduct the jungle sound collage with your hands.
Children respond by making their sounds louder or softer, and
finally leading to silence. The effect of creating a jungle
atmosphere through this drama activity can often be uncannily
authentic!

Internalise
Transfer
Explore issues
Think from within the story

Re-tell or act out (activity cycle)
Facilitate initial comprehension

In Follow my leader, explain to the children that they’re going to
follow you through the jungle to the Jungle Dance, and ask
them to copy and mime everything you do on the spot. Keep
up a commentary as you mime to convey the meaning e.g.
Let’s creep along carefully, push the long grasses aside, bend
down under the branch; leap over the stream … until we come
to a clearing in the jungle and the Jungle Dance ... Use the
activity as an opportunity to introduce language children will
meet in the story, e.g. clearing.

Engage with the story
Make vocabulary memorable
Arouse interest, attention and curiosity

Figure 1: Scaffolding through story and drama
Figure 1 shows schematically how the process of scaffolding
children’s learning might work in such an approach.
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inviting a personal response, before moving on to something
else.

Make vocabulary memorable
In this story, key vocabulary items are the names of all the
animals (giraffe, lion, chimp, baboon, warthog, rhino) and the
dances they do (tango, waltz, rock ‘n roll, Scottish reel, chacha-cha). This is made memorable through flashcards used for
whole class vocabulary activities and games, the illustrations in
the story, and through a drama activity, Dancing statues. In this
activity, children listen to short extracts of different kinds of
dance music from the story. In pairs, they identify each kind of
music, dance together briefly and then freeze as statues as if
doing each dance when you stop the music.

Think from within the story and explore
significant issues
These stages of the scaffolding process encourage children to
go beyond the script of the story and think about any key
issues and dilemmas from within it. Although in many language
classrooms the typical exploitation of stories often falls short of
this, it is arguably a key building bridge or scaffold in leading
children to internalise language and learning.

Engage with the story

In order to think from within the story and explore significant
issues, there is a need for guided questioning techniques that
probe children to think about the implications of the characters’
actions and analyse their behaviour, e.g. How does Gerald
feel? Why? What should he do? etc. There is also a need for
explicit language building through extending, re-modelling and
re-casting children’s ideas, and providing them with the
functional language they will need to do more challenging
activities, such as those described below, based on the story in
English.

Children are encouraged to engage with the story through
prediction, hypothesising and using their imaginations, for
example, Which animals come to the Jungle Dance, do you
think? Which animals can dance very well? What dances do
they do? Which animal can’t dance?

Facilitate initial comprehension
As children listen to and follow the story for the first time, a
range of storytelling techniques based on using the story
illustrations, mime, gesture, facial expression, eye contact,
voice including pitch, tone and intonation, as well as closed
and open questions guide children to a general understanding
of the story.

Examples of drama activities (based on Read 2007) which get
children to think from within the story and explore significant
issues are:
Role play For example, a role play between Gerald, when he is
feeling hopeless about not being able to dance, and the cricket
who is trying to advise and encourage him.
Hot seating For example, you or a child sits on a chair at the
front of the class in the role of Gerald while others ask
questions and try and cheer you up and advise you.
Thought tunnel For example, children prepare something to
say to Gerald to help and advise or encourage him when he is
at the lowest point in the story. They then stand in two lines.
Choose one child to be Gerald who walks down the line,
mimes being very sad, and listens to what the children say in
turn. The child who is Gerald then reports back on the advice
and encouragement he has received.
It happened to me Gerald or the cricket give a personal
account of what happened to them in the story e.g. for a chat
show on Jungle TV.
Bystander Children choose another character present at the
Jungle dance, e.g. the zebra, who recounts what happened to
a friend or is interviewed for the Jungle News.

Re-tell or act out the story (activity cycles)
In this phase of the scaffolding process, children are led into
participating in re-telling or acting out the story based on the
script. This may involve one or more activity cycles over
several lessons which familiarise children with additional
vocabulary and language structures used in the story and build
confidence in producing the language. In the case of Giraffes
can’t dance, for example, children do an activity in which they
listen and supply missing rhyming words in the story; they also
sequence the lines of verses from the story which they are
given in jumbled order. In groups, children also do a drama
activity, Still images, in which they freeze in position to make a
tableau that illustrates one verse of the story. Other children
then interpret what’s happening in the tableau, which requires
them to use language from the story. The group then say the
verse they are representing to confirm the interpretation.
As a rhyming story, Giraffes can’t dance is different from other
stories which have more direct speech, for example, the series
of stories about Charlie and Lola, such as I will not ever never
eat a tomato (Child, 2000). In this kind of story, children very
often join in acting out the story either themselves or e.g. using
pencil or finger puppets at this stage.

Transfer
This stage gives children an opportunity to relate and apply
their understandings from the story to their own lives. This
needs to be handled sensitively and often indirectly e.g. Why
did the animals laugh at Gerald? Was it kind to laugh at him?
What do you do if a friend can’t do something?

It is very often at this stage in language classrooms, however,
that the scaffolding process stops – perhaps getting children to
complete an appropriate written record of the story, and also
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In conclusion, story and drama share features which can be
naturally combined to scaffold children’s learning in language
lessons in enjoyable and creative ways. As part of the
scaffolding process, a wide range of storytelling and drama
techniques allow for appropriate ‘distancing’ and support at
each stage. This potentially guides children to the
internalisation of learning which has taken place.

Internalise
The final stage and desired outcome is that children internalise
language and learning from the story and drama. Although
there is of course no guarantee that this will happen, it is
arguably more likely given the carefully planned scaffolding
process which engages children with the story in pleasurable,
challenging and significant ways, with flexible and appropriate
support, over time.

Carol Read is an educational
consultant, teacher trainer and writer.
She has written many course books,
supplementary materials and articles
on teaching children. Her most recent
publication 500 Activities for the
Primary Classroom was highly
commended in the Duke of Edinburgh
ESU English Language Book Awards.

The use of ‘distancing strategies’
Throughout the scaffolding process, children are gradually led
to greater independence and competence through the use of
‘distancing strategies’ (Sigel 1982, quoted in Berk and Winsler,
1995 and Read 2006). Three levels of ‘distancing strategies’
have been identified with low-level distancing referring to
what’s visibly present in the immediate environment, mediumlevel distancing referring to the way things in the immediate
environment relate to each other, and high-level distancing
which encourages children to hypothesise and go beyond the
immediate environment. Figure 2 shows how the concept of
‘distancing strategies’ can be applied in scaffolding children’s
learning through story and drama.
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‘Distancing’ strategies
Low level
Story
telling

Drama

Medium
level
What’s in the
How the
pictures
pictures
relate to each
other
Acting out, reImitation,
telling
repetition,
mime, gesture, independently
voice, actions based on
script

High level
Going
beyond the
pictures
Exploration
of issues
and feelings
beyond
script

Figure 2 ‘Distancing strategies’ in story and drama
In relation to Giraffes can’t dance, examples of low-level
distancing are questions about the story such as What are the
animals doing? / What’s Gerald looking at? Examples of
medium-level distancing are questions such as Why is Gerald
going home? / How does he feel? Examples of high-level
distancing are questions such How do you think the cricket can
help Gerald? / How do you think the animals feel when they
see Gerald can dance? In relation to drama, examples of lowlevel distancing are activities such as Sound collage, Follow
my leader and Dancing statues and an example of mediumlevel distancing is the activity Still images. Examples of highlevel distancing are activities such as the Role-play, Bystander,
It happened to me, Thought Tunnel and Hot seating (although
the first three could also be medium-level depending on how
closely based on the story script they are set up to be).
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Why Do Drama?

Therefore, we do drama.

Jim Wingate

1.

First, the teacher smiles, laughs, gestures to a pupil to
stand up. The teacher pretends to suddenly see the
pupil, is surprised, grins, shakes the pupil’s hand, and
says his or her name with surprise and enthusiasm. The
teacher gestures for all the pupils, in pairs, to do the
same. The pupils do it with understanding, confidence,
and high energy.

‘I’m stupid!’
In a foreign language, as a learner, you feel stupid. In your
mother tongue, you are confident, expressive, intelligent. In the
target language you are slow and limited, i.e. stupid. When you
are feeling stupid, the worst thing is to have your stupidity
exposed, in public.

2.

Drama
In drama, you are not yourself. You are a character, a
prince, a princess. In drama you don’t say your own
words. You speak the words of the prince or the
princess. Therefore, you are ‘wearing a mask’. You
cannot be stupid because you are not you. You read the
script aloud, ‘Nice to see you again!’

2.

Notice that the teacher has demonstrated that you can
communicate without words. No need to be shy. ‘You can do
it.’ You are already an effective communicator. Then the
teacher demonstrates, adding the words to the communication.
The pupils are delighted to do the same. ‘Now you can do it in
English.’

Role-play

‘I don’t want to stand up and be
watched!’

Drama has saved you from exposure as being stupid.
You have practised saying, ‘Nice to see you again!’ to
the prince or princess. Now you can do role-play. In
role-play you are not yourself, but you say your own
words. You are still wearing a mask to ‘save your own
face’, but you are choosing your words. ‘You are a
prince/princess. You meet an old friend.’ So you choose
to say, ‘Nice to see you again!’

3.

Then add the words
The teacher then performs the encounter again, this
time adding the English words. ‘Nice to see you again!’
The pupils in pairs are delighted to perform the
encounter again, this time with words.

Therefore, we do drama.
1.

Communicate

In a foreign language you feel more confident when you have
the support of a group, when you have rehearsed privately,
when you have had time to process the new vocabulary.

Therefore, we do drama.

Simulation

1.

In simulation you are yourself, and you say your
own words. ‘You are you. You meet an old friend.’ So
you, as you, say, ‘Nice to see you again!’

Just listen
I put my pupils into 4s. I say, ‘Just listen.’ With
gestures (and pictures/objects, if you like) I tell a
story, e.g.

Notice the progression: 1. Drama, 2. Role-play, 3. Simulation.
Therefore, with the masks of drama and role-play you have
practised twice saying ‘Nice to see you again’ without it being
you who is exposed. ‘You’ can make mistakes. ‘You’ can be
corrected, but it is not ‘you’ who is being stupid. Then, when
you have gained confidence and have practised it twice, you
can be exposed because now you are not stupid. In simulation
you say, ‘Nice to see you again!’, confidently, expressively,
intelligently, as you.

Once there was a family, a mother, a father, two little children, and an
old grandmother. The grandmother was getting so old that when she
ate her food, she made horrible noises, and the food dribbled down her
chin. So one day the mother and father spoke together and they said,
‘We don’t want to eat with grandmother!’ So they put grandmother in
the corner, behind a screen, and gave her a special wooden bowl to
eat from. So, from that day onwards, the father and mother and the two
little children ate at the table, and the old grandmother ate in the corner
behind the screen, from her wooden bowl.

‘I’m shy!’

Then, one day, the father and mother saw the two little children cutting
at pieces of wood. Mother and father said, ‘What are you doing?’ And

In a foreign language, as a learner, you feel shy. You don’t
want to speak out. It’s unfamiliar. It’s not quite safe.

the two little children said, ‘We’re making bowls, for you, Mother and
Father, for when you grow old.’
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2.

learning 4 new words per minute. Most countries expect
primary pupils to learn 4 new words per hour!!

Choose a character. Do the actions.
I then say, ‘Choose a character, so in your group,
hands up the mother ... the father ... the two little
children ... the grandmother ... I’m going to tell the
story again. Do the actions of your character.’

Jim tells stories to 54 000 pupils each year, in groups of 60 per lesson,
6 lessons per day, 150 schools per year, in 3 countries. Jim has been
plenary speaker at 43 international conferences so far, in 23 countries.
Jim visits schools to do storytelling. Email

I tell the story again with the same gestures (and
pictures and objects). While I’m telling the story each
pupil in his or her group is doing their actions.

3.

jen_llywelyn@btopenworld.com for details. For books and
correspondence courses, see www.jimwingate.co.uk, or email Jen.

Add some words
I do 2. above again, having said, ‘Add some words.’
(Keep smiling as you. Tell the story even if your pupils
sound louder than you!)

4.

Dennis reports on the

YL discussion group…

Add more words
I do 3. above again, having said, ‘Add more words.’
(This is very loud – smile as you tell the story again.
They are listening, but only when they need to.)

5.

The Young Learner discussion group
continues to arrange more email
discussions than any other IATEFL SIG!

Add an ending
I say, ‘In your group, decide on an ending that pleases
you, any ending in the whole world! And prepare to
perform your story with your ending to another group.’

6.

Since my last report in CATS discussions have included:
Susan Hillyard on Drama and TEFL
Simon Smith on Young Learner Teacher Development
Gordon Lewis on Teaching Teenagers
Leonora Fröhlich on Children and EFL and
Graham Stanley on Digital Natives and Digital Immigrants.

Go on tour!
As soon as the first group is ready, I ask them to take
their story on tour, performing it to other groups,
interrupting other groups who are preparing their
stories. Soon, nearly all the groups are touring. (I
don’t mind if one or two groups never perform. They
will have heard the story with different endings at least
four times.)

Many thanks to all for your wisdom and stamina!
We have an unscheduled discussion in November fielded by
three colleagues from the Normal University in Beijing on TEFL
in China.

Notice the progression: from actions to words, from private
rehearsal to public performance, from individual decision to
group support, from ‘masked’ characters to discussing and
agreeing an ending.

Still planned is the online session on using blogs and wikis in
the classroom.
In February of next year CATS editor, Janice Bland, will lead a
discussion on children's literature in TEFL.

Notice you can use this simple progression for any story. Put
the pupils in groups of 4 for a story with 4 characters, groups of
5 for a story with 5 characters, etc. Don’t tell the ending. Get
your pupils in groups to create their own endings. They make
wonderful endings! Notice, in the drama of a story, you can use
lots of grammar and vocabulary that your pupils don’t know. It
doesn’t matter. Don’t worry! Do it!

Other sessions for 2009 are in active planning!
Precise details of all discussions and new information will be
publicised on the YL website www.ylsig.org
and on the list.

‘I understood everything!’

Do check up on the list when there is a discussion in progress.

I tell stories in English – in fast, real English – to groups of 60
or more primary pupils, many of whom have no English. They
understand everything. The drama of storytelling is very
powerful! In tests the pupils understand and can say in English
120 new words after 30 minutes of storytelling. That’s them

The more participants the merrier.
Dennis Newson
YL Discussion Moderator
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x

One way to become a
storyteller

x
x
x

David Heathfield

x

Amended and updated extract from David’s article A Storyteller’s Story

x
x

published in the webzine Humanising Language Teaching
www.hltmag.com Year 7; Issue 1; January 2005

If the story appeals to me, I’ll read it through a second time
pretty quickly to get more mental pictures and a couple of key
phrases which I like before cornering one of my sons or my
wife and forcing them to hear this great new story raw,
inaccurate and unpractised. Personally I need an audience, but
that’s just the way I’m made. Others seem happy just to tell it to
themselves. On this first telling I make things up and forget key
events so it might not make complete sense (lots of wonderful
traditional stories make no sense whatsoever!) Then I need to
go back to the text and reread it, not too thoroughly, because I
don’t want that version to have too much influence on my own
telling of the tale.

I hadn’t really thought about doing that
The first time I told stories without written text to young people
was soon after a well-known local storyteller was invited to the
school where I was teaching EFL to adults and teenagers in
Devon. Without modifying the language he used very much for
his English-learning audience, he entranced groups of students
from elementary to advanced levels. The communication was
not just verbal, it was physical, emotional and certainly very
powerful. The audience was experiencing stories in a way that
appeared new and exciting and yet which was so old and
familiar.

I could do that

As I practise telling the story a second time, I might focus on
direct speech. I find the posture, expressions, mannerisms and
voices of one or two of the characters. I also feel the
characters’ emotions (I’m an actor too!) I use sound effects and
mime, especially for repeated actions. At intervals through the
story I might repeat a phrase or rhyme accompanied with a
gesture which listeners can join in with. The important thing is
not to overdo any of these things. Hinting at something with a
subtle action is usually more effective than a huge,
exaggerated gesture. I don’t want to break the spell of the
storytelling experience. Varying the volume, pitch and tempo of
my voice draws the audience in. Then I practise the beginning
and the ending again, as I want to make an impact.

Soon after that I started incorporating the telling of folk stories
and personal anecdotes into courses I taught. At first I felt a
little uncomfortable, “Do they really want to listen to the sound
of my voice? Are they going to see the value of this?”
Thankfully the answer to both questions seemed to be “Yes”. A
little while later Geoff Fox, a fellow actor who teaches
storytelling at Exeter University, ran a workshop. This provided
me with some of the basic tools described below.
A few years have passed and now I tell stories in schools,
museums, care homes for older people, to people from diverse
backgrounds, cultures and specific needs. I tell stories to both
learners of English and native speakers of English. I run
storytelling workshops for teachers and other groups of
professionals as well as other people who just love stories.

Preparation
I prepare in different ways. I might ask myself these questions:
Am I there simply to entertain or am I leading into another
activity? How far am I going to take into account the audience
members’ knowledge, background and response? Shall I use
visual images or will that have too much influence on the their
own mental pictures during the story? How many are going to
be there? How shall I lay out the space? Can I create an
intimate atmosphere by adjusting the lighting or playing some
atmospheric background music before starting?

What stories?
I’m not going to define what a good story for telling is. Suffice
to say that stories I’ve told have been factual, fictional and
somewhere in between, traditional and modern, from many
cultures and times and often personal anecdotes and
fantasies. I skim read a story to see if the plot grabs me in
some way. Usually some strong images of the main
protagonists will appear in my mind, often their posture rather
than their features. Other stories I tell are ones I pick up from
people I meet.

The first telling
The first telling is the most exciting. The audience senses that
something new is being created. It really doesn’t matter if I go
off track. There is no right and wrong in storytelling. If I get
stuck, I’ll pause and visualize the scene in my mind’s eye. My
students might be doing the same, although I was made aware

How do I make the story my own?
x

find the posture, expressions, mannerisms and voices
of characters
feel characters’ emotions
use sound effects and mime, especially for repeated
actions
use a simple prop to engage students’ interest or to
add an element of surprise
repeat a phrase or rhyme accompanied with a gesture
which students can join in with
vary the volume, pitch and tempo of my voice
practice the beginning and ending

focus on direct speech
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at an NLP workshop led by Mario Rinvolucri, a pioneering
figure in developing creative methodologies in education, that
no two listeners will be experiencing the same story in their
heads at the same time. Everyone creates their own version,
just as when we read.

Which techniques do I employ to encourage
focused listening?
x
x
x

at the start of the story I tell the audience that I will
need their help during the telling of the story
I solicit advice/suggestions/information/guesses from
the listeners during the story
I pause at the climax and ask the audience members
to make up their own endings in pairs. I invite different
pairs to tell their endings and praise them as being
equally as valid or even better than the ending I am
about to tell

Retelling
Every time I tell a story there will be something new, either
prepared or spontaneous, otherwise I’m in danger of the story
becoming stale. The important thing for me is to attempt to
hear the story from my audience’s point of view. If they’re
hearing the story for the first time, then for each of them it’s a
new story I’m telling.

What people get from my storytelling
It’s not just that I like stories. The pleasure I get is in the
responses of people when they are drawn in and the way in
which stories unite us all. If you want to see me performing
'The Child Rowland' at the international storytelling festival 'IX
Jornadas do Conto do Minho' in Portugal, follow the links from
www.memoriamedia.net/canal/canal_memoriamedia.html
David Heathfield is a
storyteller, actor and ELT
teacher and teacher trainer.
He lives with his wife and
sons in Exeter UK and
travels near and far. For
further information visit
www.davidheathfield.co.uk
and the Society for
Storytelling website
www.sfs.org.uk
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The Five P’s of Voice

confidence to the language learning event, thus stimulating
interest and motivation.

Alan Maley

Here then are just five activities which could be used with
younger learners (and with older ones too!). It will be for you,
as the teacher of your class, to decide which might be most
suitable for them, or to think of possible ways to modify or
adapt the activities to make them more suitable in terms of
language level or age.

For Teachers

Speaking in role

The importance of the human voice for teachers,
especially teachers of language, can hardly be
exaggerated. And the fact that teacher training
programmes rarely, if ever, provide help with developing
and maintaining this fabulous resource is correspondingly
scandalous.

Prepare some picture cards of animals: horse, cow, lion,
snake, cat, dog, chicken, frog, sheep, goat, etc. Children take
turns to pick a card and make the sound of the animal. Next,
they pick a card and speak a sentence using the animal’s
voice: ‘I am a horse and I like to ….’ Everyone should have the
chance to play several different animals.

Why then is voice so important for teachers? Here are some
short answers. (If you want the long answer, try reading Anne
Karpf’s fabulous book, ‘The Human Voice: the story of a
remarkable talent’).
x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

Poems and chants

Voice is the expression of our individual identity. In a
very real sense, we ‘are’ our voices. They are the
deepest expression of who we are.
It is the barometer of our physical and mental state. A
weak or tired or depressed voice conveys that fact to
listeners. A vibrant, warm voice conveys our state to
our listeners and affects them in a positive way.
It immediately establishes the atmosphere in a class
and helps to regulate that atmosphere.
Voice energises the person using it, and gives energy
to those who listen, in a sensitive to-ing and fro-ing
which binds speaker to listeners. Story-tellers have
this power to an extraordinary degree but we are all
capable of it.
It has the power to persuade and to move, whether by
authority or sympathy.
A voice well-used provides a model for those who
hear it: an important factor in language teaching.
The teacher’s voice can help develop confidence
among the learners.
A confident yet nuanced voice links the head (clarity
of expression) with the heart (warmth and feeling).
We have only one voice. If we do not use it well, or if it
breaks down, we cannot replace it. This alone is
sufficient reason for giving a great deal more attention
and care to our voices than we customarily do.

For Learners

Brainstorm the names of some common vegetables (or fruit, or
types of food). Learners then work in groups to choose four
names which will form a chant. The chant may be on the basis
of numbers of syllables in the words. For example:
apples
bananas
oranges
grapes!

cakes
nuts
biscuits
ice-cream!

They then decide on how they will read their chant as a group.
(For more ideas see Caroline Graham’s ‘Creating Chants and
Songs’)

Word symphonies
Divide the class into groups of about six. Give each group a
theme word. For example: wind, rain, snow, night, sun, etc.
Groups then brainstorm up to 6 words they associate with the
theme word. For example, ‘rain’ might yield up – wet, umbrella,
storm, water, floods, cold, etc.
Each group then allocates the words to different members.
They then rehearse a performance of their theme word,
weaving together all the words they have listed. The words can
be spoken in different ways and combined and re-combined
over and over. The ‘symphony’ should last about 3 minutes.

Performing poems

However, in this brief article, I want to suggest some activities
which we can use with our learners. Why? Because their
voices are important too. It is through their voices that they will
express their individuality, their vitality and create their space in
the world. And voice activities can also bring joy and

Choose a short poem and distribute it to groups of about six.
Here is an example:
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Personal, Playful, Pleasant, Powerful
and Performance-linked

Rain
It rains.
Down the drains
It pours
And stains
The dry and yellow
Earth to black.
Brains go slack,
Lose track
Of time.
It bursts
The water mains,
Detains
Trains
And planes.
It explains
Nothing.
It simply rains,
And rains,
And rains…

There are, of course, many other activities involving purposeful
engagement with the voice. This is no more than a sample. But
such activities, which are Personal, Playful, Pleasant, Powerful
and Performance-linked, should form at least a part of the way
we connect with the new language in the classroom.
Alan Maley worked for The British Council from 1962 to 1988, serving
as English Language Officer in Yugoslavia, Ghana, Italy, France, and
China, and as Regional Representative in South India (Madras). From
1988 to 1993 he was Director-General of the Bell Educational Trust,
Cambridge. From 1993 to 1998 he was Senior Fellow in the
Department of English Language and Literature of the National
University of Singapore, and from 1998 to 2003 he was Director of the
graduate programme at Assumption University, Bangkok. He is
currently a freelance consultant, and Series Editor for the Oxford
University Press Resource Books for Teachers series.
His publications include Resource Book for Teachers: Literature,
Beyond Words, Sounds Interesting, Sounds Intriguing, Words,

Alan Maley

Variations on a Theme, and Drama Techniques in Language Learning
(all with Alan Duff), The Mind's Eye (with Françoise Grellet and Alan

Groups then decide how they are going to perform the poem
by varying the number of people speaking at once, varying
volume, pace, voice quality (whispering, etc.). They then
rehearse before performing it for the others.

Duff), Learning to Listen and Poem into Poem (with Sandra Moulding),
Short and Sweet, and The English Teacher's Voice.

Voice for Teachers: short reading list.
Boone, Daniel, R. (1991) Is Your Voice Telling On You? San
Diego, California: Singular Publishing Group
Campbell, Don, G. (1989) The Roar of Silence. Wheaton,
Illinois: The Theosophical Publishing House
Gallwey, Timothy, W. (1997) The Inner Game of Tennis
London: Pan
Graham, Caroline (2005) Creating Chants and Songs Oxford:
Oxford University Press
Karpf, Anne (2006) The Human Voice: the story of a
remarkable talent London: Bloomsbury
Linklater, Kristin (1976) Freeing the Natural Voice New York:
Drama Book Publishers
McCallion, Michael (1988) The Voice Book London: Faber and
Faber
Maley, Alan (1999) Choral Speaking. In English Teaching
Professional, July 1999, Issue 12
Maley, Alan (2000) The Language Teacher’s Voice Oxford:
Macmillan/Heinemann
Martin, Stephanie and Lyn Darnley (1996) The Teaching Voice
London: Whurr Pubs
Rodenburg, Patsy (1993) The Need for Words London:
Methuen
Rodenburg, Patsy (1997) The Actor Speaks London: Methuen
Rodenburg, Patsy (2007) Presence London: Michael
Joseph/Penguin

Delayed repetition
Choose a short text or poem. Here is an example:

I’m not afraid of pussy cats
I’m not afraid of pussy cats,
They only eat up mice and rats.
But a hippopotamus
Could eat the lotofus!
Spike Milligan
Read the poem through once so that they know what is
coming. Then tell them that you are going to read it line by line.
You will pause at the end of each line. They should then hold
the sound of the line in their heads till you give the sign. Then
they will repeat it exactly as you said it. By delaying the
repetition, they have time to process it more deeply, rather than
simply mechanically parroting it back.
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Communicative
Competence in the
Secondary School
English Curriculum in
Saudi Arabia

second language acquisition, based on assumptions about
learners’ needs (e.g. for further study) and an interactional
approach where English is a ‘vehicle for realisation of
interpersonal relations’ (Richards and Rogers, 1986: 17).
These general objectives are broken down into successively
more detailed levels, for each stage and year. The ‘General
Objectives of Teaching English for the Secondary Stage’
(NCEL, 2004) for example detail specific skills to be attained.
Some of these, such as ‘participate in conversations and
discussions using proper English’ and ‘write a free-essay of
three paragraphs using correct English’ can be seen as
promoting communicative skills consistent with the previously
mentioned general objectives. Others concern the ability to use
and analyse grammatical structures, and learning the assigned
vocabulary. For each grade level, specific objectives are set,
classified under ‘Listening and Speaking’, ‘Reading and
Writing’, which detail what the student should be able to do by
the end of that grade, e.g. ‘describe specially selected
materials such as texts, charts, maps, figures, diagrams and
pictures’. It may be questioned however, whether these
objectives are realistic, or pursued appropriately. Teachers
argued that they bound teachers to prescribed teaching
techniques and methods, which prevented them from adapting
their methods to students’ needs and interests.

Yousef H. A. Al-Maini
Saudi education is facing a climate of change
characterized by an interest in developing a new English
curriculum. This article considers communicative
objectives in the English curriculum at the Secondary
stage. Thirteen English teachers were observed while
teaching, and interviewed to find out their attitudes to the
English curriculum. Interviews were also carried out with
educational supervisors and sixty students. Criticisms
from all parties suggested the curriculum is overcrowded
and not aligned with appropriate learning experiences in
schools. The author concludes that the curriculum needs
to be revised to meet students’ needs.

Content
The choice of any type of syllabus is often determined by
learners’ needs. For example, if communicative competence is
the main aim, educators ought to use a syllabus that is geared
towards this end. Breen and Candlin (1980: 103) suggest that
content sequenced within such a syllabus is likely to be cyclic,
‘where learners are continually developing related
aggregations of knowledge and ability use, rather than
accumulating separable blocks of static knowledge’. The Saudi
curriculum, however, seems to be based more on separable
blocks of static knowledge and in this sense may not be
conducive to fulfilling the espoused communicative objectives.
Although many of the curriculum objectives are functional or
interactional in nature, the specification and organization of
subject content corresponds more to the structural approach,
with a focus on the learning of phonological and grammatical
units, grammatical operations and lexical items.

The curriculum encompasses the objectives that planners
intend to be achieved and the body of subject matter to be
delivered, and sets the tone and direction of teaching practices
(Al-Nafisah, 1997). The course objectives and content for
English as a Foreign Language (EFL) in Saudi Arabian boys’
secondary schools are prescribed by government authorities,
who determine the arrangement of course material and design
and supply text-books, which are uniform for all schools.
Discussion of curriculum is divided into three main sections
dealing respectively with the specific objectives set down by
the Ministry of Education, the curriculum content, and the
textbook.

Objectives
Educational objectives express the ways in which students are
expected to change in their thinking, feelings, and actions (AlNafisah, 1997). They should be consistent, realistic,
appropriate, and applicable (Al-Nafisah, 1997). The objectives
for English teaching and learning – in general, for each stage
and at each grade level – are set by the Ministry of Education
(MOE). According to official documents, the teaching of English
in Saudi Arabia is intended to equip students with the linguistic
competence to communicate with English speaking people, to
use the language for job purposes, to benefit from international
developments in science and technology, and to participate in
spreading Islam (NCEL, 2002). These general objectives
appear to imply a combination of the functional approach to

My investigations revealed that teachers were dissatisfied with
the coverage of the communicative skills, and thought the
curriculum over-crowded. For example, whereas the current
objectives imply that students should acquire competence in
occupational and academic English, it is common for students
to leave school unable to create even a few sentences in
English because they do not have a good enough vocabulary,
feel shy and are used to relying on their memories. Indeed I
noticed that in one secondary school, students could not hold a
simple conversation n English, using the words that they had
been taught in class. Students also voiced criticisms, arguing
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centred lessons. Lesson plans state objectives, expressed in
terms of tasks to be completed (‘practising’, ‘introducing’) but
there is no statement of intended learning outcomes, that is, no
indication of what students should know or be able to do as a
result of the lesson. Students are cast in a passive role.
Another result of too close reliance on the textbook is the
restriction of students’ language output.

that the EFL course did not meet their functional needs, e.g. to
use English in airports, in hospitals, and on holiday, and in
some cases to work in banks or multinational companies.
School-leavers must often take intensive courses in English
before undertaking further study, or as a condition of
employment. As one former student told me: “I have a lot of
words but I couldn't use them to communicate with my
classmates”.

Conclusion

It seems, however, that it is the curriculum as interpreted,
rather than as written, which prevents communication – the
lack of opportunity to practise, and a lack of context for
learning. The difficulty, according to Abdullah, an educational
supervisor, arises because of the strain of trying to cover too
much material in too short a time. Abdullah says: “The problem
is that our education is full of unnecessary information”.
Another supervisor, Abdulaziz, says that the prescribed six
units each term was too much, and if an English teacher
completed four units thoroughly, he would be satisfied. He
insisted that no action would be taken against a teacher who
did not complete all units. Other supervisors, however, may be
less flexible.

Detailed objectives for the teaching and learning of English in
Saudi Arabia are set by the MOE, from broad affective goals to
more specific technical competences. The general objectives
suggest a communicative approach to the language. However,
observations and discussions have revealed that this is not met
in practice. A major concern is that they are not supported by
curriculum content, materials and assessment methods
consistent with a communicative approach. The curriculum
content is overcrowded and focuses heavily on grammar, and
on separate packages of static content.
The textbook, which is the main - indeed almost the onlyteaching resource, has a number of attractive features and is
intended to be used in a context of communicative methods. In
practice, however, teachers were observed to follow the book
rigidly, within a very teacher-centred style of teaching.
General planning moreover, leaves schools no autonomy to
take account of the particular needs and abilities of their
students. These issues should be considered in educational
reform and revision of the curriculum, if espoused
communicative objectives are to be achieved.

Textbook
There is only one textbook called English for Saudi Arabia,
written under the supervision of the Ministry of Education,
which provides, for each grade, a combined textbook and
workbook called the Student’s Book and one Teacher’s Book,
12 posters, 2 sets of flash cards, and 1 tape. Each year’s
course book is divided into 12 units, each consisting of eight
lessons to be studied within two weeks (four periods each
week), for example, lesson 1, discussion; lesson 2,
comprehension; lesson 3, word study; lesson 4, grammar;
lesson 5, writing; lesson 6, revision, and lessons 7 and 8,
reading.

Dr.Al-Maini has taught English at intermediate and secondary
stages in Saudi Arabia. He currently lectures in the College of
Languages and Translation, Imam University in Riyadh.
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Playing and Learning
with Clowns

to fluency, flexible about times and places. The latter would
rely on memory and rehearsal, encourage accuracy and be
more demanding from the point of view of organisation. We
were aware that both can contribute to the development of
language skills but we privileged the former and the schools
taking part in the project were clearly told that a public
performance could be the natural development of the work
done in class but was not a requirement. We wanted to avoid
the painful memorization of texts written by adults!

Rita Balbi
It is common practice for Italian primary schools to put up
a show at the end of the school year. Since the
introduction of a foreign language in the curriculum
(1992), teachers have used this tradition also to show
parents their children’s achievements in this subject with
just a song or whole performances in a FL (generally
English).

As the representative of my institution at the meeting, I took the
commitment of producing a package for a drama project on the
topic of clowns. The choice of a topic was due to my belief that
a theme would allow more variety and flexibility in the design of
activities than a story with its fixed sequence of events. The
adoption of that particular topic was rooted on merely intuitive
grounds and especially on the feeling that it would facilitate
creative interpretations. The fact that I had always been
fascinated by the world of clowns also played its part.

I have been invited to attend these events or watch their video
recordings many times and so I have realised that they are
highly demanding in terms of energies and time preparation on
the part of both teachers and children, although they are very
effective in boosting further motivation on both sides. Another
almost generalised feature is that they are the result of the
collaboration of L2 teachers with other colleagues. These
performances prove the teachers’ creative, cooperative and
organisational skills for which I have always had sincere
appreciation. However, notwithstanding these positive
educational aspects, I have often wondered about the impact
of these initiatives on language learning. The reasons for my
perplexities are that badly memorised chunks and markedly
Italian intonation are rather common in the children’s
performance with the effect of impeded intelligibility.

Our contribution would be limited to English as there is no
German in primary schools in our area. The package would
consist of a teacher’s handbook and a CD with the materials
for class use.
Before getting down to writing the materials we explored the
situation of primary FL teaching in the partner countries
(Norway, Scotland, Poland, Germany, Italy, Spain,
Portugal).The result was a great variety of organisational
situations and a great convergence of pedagogical trends.
In this panorama two commonalties seemed to emerge clearly:
the deliverer’s professional profile and the statements about
the approach. The deliverer was generally a primary teacher
with an often limited command of the target language and no
training in the teaching of an FL at the time of entering the
profession but highly motivated to teach a subject still
perceived as new and different from the others. As for the
approach, there seemed to be a general consensus on
considering the children’s affective needs and cognitive levels,
on giving priority to the oral skills and providing opportunities of
learning by doing and in a playful way. Consequently the
challenge was that of producing a handbook responding to the
needs of teachers working in different countries, in classes with
different starting ages, different exposure time and resources
but with the same teaching principles and beliefs.

The chance of moving from just the perception of a need of a
different approach to the role of dramatic activities in relation to
FLs, to reflection and action, came unexpectedly when the
institute where I worked was invited by a German one, with
similar aims in the area of educational research, to join the
Socrates Lingua 2 Project: Materials, Tools and Media for
staging FLs in the primary classroom. Its aims, articulated in
very general terms, were the creation of materials for drama
activities in English and German in the context of early FL
learning in Europe.

The approach to the design of the
materials

The consideration of the variety of the situations in which the
package would be used has led me to design “open” activities
aimed at the spontaneous use of what the children already
“know” rather than at the introduction or practice of a predefined list of items; new language can be introduced at the
children’s request when demanded by the communicative
needs of the tasks. However the activities have the potential of
reinforcing and, when necessary, extending the language
areas included in most textbooks for the primary school.

Originally there were neither indications nor constraints about
the features of the final product; however, at the first meeting it
was clear that the choice would be in the direction of resource
materials potentially usable with any syllabus. It was also
arranged that the materials should be based either on a theme
or a storyline and consider a distinction between staging in the
classroom and staging for an external audience such as other
classes or children’s families. The former would be part of the
ordinary learning experience, process oriented, different every
time, based on spontaneous and natural language use leading
18
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The structure of the Clowns’ Circus

for the less experienced teachers. Each session provides
questions for observation and reflection on how the children
respond to the project and suggestions on how to use this
feedback for future planning. This contributes to the teachers’
professional growth. The teachers trying out the first draft were
free to choose the activities suitable for their classes and omit
the others, provided they gave reasons for their choices.
Eventually the piloting phase showed that the materials had
basically worked and the modifications suggested were not
due to the need of changing the nature of the activities but to
the fact that they had generated further ideas. Incorporating
the teachers’ ideas in the final draft was a way of empowering
them.

The Clowns’ Circus is a cross-curricular project getting the
children to explore the topic of clowns and then to create their
imaginary clowns’ world. At the same time the children deal
with feelings and attitudes and find solutions for linguistic and
organizational tasks. Choice is a key feature of the activities as
the teacher sets the scenario, but the children determine the
course of the final production, deciding on content and how to
present it. The sessions are not sequenced according to
linguistic criteria but according to their role with reference to
the topic and to the level of difficulty of the prevailing drama
techniques as indicated below.

Rita Balbi is a teacher of English in Italian secondary schools.
Since 1984 she has been active in the training of primary
teachers qualifying to teach English at primary level and in
various research projects in this area. She has written the
Council of Europe Guide for Teacher Trainers in primary
education (1996). rita.balbi@gmail.com

The first sessions are based on observation and mime. This is
the most basic staging skill and it has the advantage for
children that they can enjoy responding to instructions in the
target language without having to say anything themselves. In
“The clowns’ parade” they are confronted with the challenge of
“inventing both the conversation and the characterisation”
(Higgins 1991: 24) having to perform a role in the parade. In
“Staging stories” they prepare the performance of picture
stories (in groups) interpreting the characters and inventing the
dialogue. This is an opportunity of direct interaction among the
children. The learners are in a situation in which they can
“direct the dialogue at one another and not at or through the
teacher” and “comment immediately on what one has just said”
(Counihan, 1998: 2). With “Poems” first the children “explore
the linguistic and conceptual aspects of the written text” and
then “experiment with verbal aspects” such as “intonation,
rhythm, stress” (Gasparro and Falletta, 1994: 1)
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Linguistically the sessions aim mainly at fostering listening
comprehension and fluent spontaneous speaking. Their
educational goals are the development of the children’s
positive self images, an essential condition for language
learning, and the social skills linked to staging such as listening
to peers performing and cooperating with them in pairs and
groups. Another feature of the project is that the verbal and
non verbal aspects of communication integrate as body
language, facial expression, art, music and movement combine
with language.

Advertising in CATS:
Children And Teenagers
There are special discount rates available for serial advertising in
Children And Teenagers: CATS. If you place an advertisement in three

Concluding remarks

issues of CATS in succession, there is a 10% discount. If you advertise
in CATS twice in succession, there is a 5% discount.

As recommended by Davies, (1990:88) “drama can take
several forms in the language classrooms, but above all it
should be a communicative activity where the learner makes
the choices”. So far the opportunity for children to make their
own choices has been highlighted as a key principle in the
project. As for teachers, how could the materials support them
in the effective implementation of the project and at the same
time leave in their hands the decisions regarding the planning
and carrying out of the work for their classes? Here are our
answers to the above question: there are suggestions for
giving instructions in the target language as a form of support

Looking forward to hearing from you!
Medium

Space

CATS: Children And Teenagers Full page
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Book Reviews

and creativity. Many of these exercises serve to illustrate how
people behave and communicate with the whole person –
cognitively, emotionally and viscerally.
A few examples deal with Constantin Stanislavski’s views on
actor training and his personal view on preparation, characterand role-creation. It offers a set of versatile tasks that pupils
and students need in order to become acceptable lay-actors, to
improve communication and most importantly to overcome fear
and anxiety while using a foreign language. In our tightly
scheduled school it may be difficult to use the book from cover
to cover, but it is certainly a very practical guide with a pool of
ideas for courageous teachers who are looking for ways to
empower their everyday teaching routine. It certainly is a
brilliant course book for those want to offer a drama course at
school or teacher training. A glossary, recommended
resources and useful phrases support its intention to be helpful
for teachers.

Teaching English with Drama
Mark Almond
Keyways Publishing 2005 143 pp
Paperback ISBN 1-898789-11-6
On the one hand “Teaching languages means teaching drama”
is one of the standard phrases in INSERVICE training and
teacher education. On the other hand textbooks for schools
have never been so colourful, so attractive, so expensive, but
the information and the texts have never been so boring and
even dull. Teaching English with Drama is a title that
immediately evokes the reader’s keen interest and one
intensively hopes that it is going to fill a gap, to provide
answers, to offer practical information that is easy to
understand – and that the activities and exercises are useful
for the foreign languages classroom.

Though it does not explicitly refer to the Common European
Framework of Reference (CEF), which adopts an actionoriented approach, it confluently seems to follow the same
convictions and incorporates the same beliefs. Consequently
one would have appreciated an obvious and clear description
of the aims of the book in relation to language skills and
competence levels like A2, B1, B2 etc. as they have been laid
down in the CEF and the curricula of OECD-countries.

At first glance it indeed offers what is expected. The benefits of
acting for effective language teaching are clearly laid out. A
brief summary on how to introduce drama in class and how to
motivate passive students to start interacting and using
language is very helpful for teachers, especially for those who
have always begun lessons with the well known phrase “Open
your books at page 12.” Instead of lengthy arguments and
theories, practical hints and easy-to-read-information on
important aspects of using drama are given. “Tip Boxes”
encourage readers to initiate drama and to start with one or
two exercises straight away.

Karl Starkebaum, headteacher of the Renataschule
Realschule, Lower Saxony
starkebaum@t-online.de

Spontaneous Speaking – Drama
activities for confidence and fluency

In addition to this you learn the necessary facts on
x
Voice and Body
x
Movement and Space
x
Humour

David Heathfield
Delta Publishing 2005 96pp.
ISBN 1 900783 92 4

A step-by-step guide, from selecting to performing helps you to
x
Choose a play
x
Organize the casting
x
Learn lines
x
Survive rehearsals
x
Manage the performance and
x
Calm nervous actors and actresses

A very good resource to start with drama activities in your class
especially if you are a Language teacher worried about
discipline or know-how.
.
The book specifically aims at the acquisition of fluency and
spontaneity in the language by maximizing students’ interaction
and exploring a wide range of social exchanges as close to
true-to-life experience as possible inside the classroom.
Heathfield stresses the importance of a good teacher-student
relationship in which both parts are interested in each other as
persons rather than a role. Thus, most of the simply- explained
activities are devised to generate a lot of energy, laughter,
personal interaction, and trust, making lessons interesting,
communicative and fun for both sides.

Then more than 70 exercises/tasks and activities follow. They
are not primarily intended for doing a project on one of
Shakespeare’s comedies. But they are useful for improving the
behavioural and physical body awareness in a fairly general
sense like controlling movements, breathing and sound,
volume control etc. The grading is clear and convincing – from
easy to advanced, from 5-minute exercises to 60-minute tasks,
from group-dynamic building exercises and name-learning
games to activities that help to improve fluency, spontaneity
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The activities proposed are divided into four types or sections:
-

-

y
y
y
y

Warmers: to get students involved, energized and
thinking.
Drama Activities: to foster student’s creativity within
the activity framework acting as support.
Personalised Drama Activities: to exploit students’
ideas and experiences showing their inner world in a
supportive environment.
Conversation Skills: to explore conversation skills in
English through isolated elements of communication
related to meaningful interaction.

y
y

comprehensible input (Krashen, 1986)
Zone of Proximal Development (Vygotsky, 1978)
Scaffolding (Wood, Bruner, Ross, 1978)
TPR (Asher 1977) – along with a lot of ideas for its use
in the classroom
Audiolingual Method
Communicative Language Teaching

When Linse touches upon these and other theoretical ideas,
she keeps them fairly simple. The reader does not miss out on
various practical ideas for teaching English to young learners
(here: ages 5 through 12). The theories are provided with
examples from real classroom situations, methods and
suggestions that can ‘easily’ be applied by teachers in the
foreign language classroom.

The author has kindly covered all the aspects a drama
beginner could doubt about: target level, estimated timing,
language functions drilled (referred to as Language Links),
aims, class arrangement, organizing the students, and even
useful personal tips for most of the 75 activities suggested,
showing a lot of experience in the field.

The practical ideas and methods cover the areas of listening
comprehension, speaking, reading, writing, vocabulary,
working with parents, assessment and other issues (like
classroom management, special needs, multiple intelligences,
tutoring, technology and professional support). Sometimes they
lack a clear connection to theory but reveal Linse’s own
profound experience and knowledge in the field of EFL and
ESL. Thus teachers and future teachers can draw on Linse’s
personal experiences and ideas in their everyday work in the
foreign language classroom.

The book has a textbook layout which is very easy to follow
and each activity covers a whole page making it handy to open
in class in case of doubts. A certain level of fluency is
prerequisite for most of the activities if you want your students
to feel as confident and fluent as the title suggests.
All in all, a meaningful, entertaining and carefully guided
context for teachers to exploit structures and functions already
learnt while building a more personal relationship with their
students and having fun!

It is these shared experiences, approaches and methods that
make Linse’s book so valuable to its readers.
Another positive aspect of the book is that it is easy to read.
The contents of the book are presented in an interesting way.
Various reflection questions and action tasks give the reader
the opportunity to reflect on the content and to participate in an
activity that makes the contents clearer. In addition most of the
themes Linse mentions are introduced with a general definition
that is followed by background information, so that the reader
is not only offered a clear and logical structure regarding the
table of contents but also regarding the different themes.

Ma. Fernanda Mollá, Drama teacher, Teacher trainer
(Teacheractor), Argentina
mfermolla@hotmail.com

Practical English Language
Teaching: Young Learners

An interesting (and maybe debatable) approach that Linse
repeatedly uses in the course of the book is the gathering of
information about the process of and expectations in first
language acquisition and its transfer to the area of ESL and
EFL. Nevertheless her conclusions offer plausible and useful
ideas for the foreign language classroom to the audience the
book is addressed to.

Caroline T Linse
McGraw-Hill 2006 216pp.
Paperback ISBN 007-125727-6
The book “Young Learners” that appears as a part of the series
Practical English Language Teaching aims at giving serving
teachers and future teachers theoretical background
information, as well as a variety of methods for implementing
content ideas into the foreign language classroom.

All in all, “Young Learners” does just what it aims to do. It
“provides newer teachers with an overview of issues related to
teaching young learners and experienced professionals with
new ideas and activities”.

The theory covered by Caroline T. Linse is easy to understand
but very brief. Among the theories and methods that Linse
mentions are the following:
y
developmentally appropriate instruction
y
children’s language learning and acquisition (Krashen,
1987)

Jana Winnefeld, assistant lecturer at the Institute of
Applied Linguistics, University of Hildesheim, Germany
winnefel@uni-hildesheim.de
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PRIMARY ENGLISH
TEACHING AS A
HOLLOW VESSEL
FOR THE KIDS TO
FILL

Bernard Dufeu bases the whole of his “psychodramaturgie
linguistique” method on the idea that each participant is
gradually given the means to say exactly what he wants and in
a “voice” that is all his own. Dufeu achieves this end by using
relaxation techniques, teacher “doubling” of “primitive” student
speech and fantastic role-reversal exercises. Throughout these
sessions, the student says only what s/he wants to say. There
is no course book nonsense in Dufeu’s work.

Mario Rinvolucri

A

“Education”, etymologically, is a rather authoritarian
word: e - duco = I lead out. The early Greek term,
“MORPHOSIS” is even more monstrously authoritarian as
it literally means “shaping” as a potter would shape a
vessel from clay. This article proposes a different model
for thinking about primary school teaching. Following
Silvia Ashton Warner, Paolo Freire and Bernard Dufeu I am
suggesting that much good teaching has the children
centre-stage, has the children as protagonists within a
safe frame provided by the teacher.

If possible have the children sitting in semi-circles round the
board. Tell them they are going to create a group picture.
Anybody can start the picture by coming out and drawing one
feature. This could be a tree, a bottle, the moon. They are not
allowed to add features to the feature they have just drawn, so,
having drawn a tree the child, in this round, cannot add a bird.
In latter rounds such new features can, of course, be added.
Your role is to simply watch as child after child comes to the
board and adds to the picture. DO NOT TAKE PART!

THREE “EMPTY VESSELS” FOR
YOUR PRIMARY PUPILS TO FILL
Group Picture

Once the picture feels “complete” ask students to name each
object and parts of objects. You write the names over the
objects. Get them to practise “There’s a -------near the------”
Now ask the students to come to the board and rub out an
object, saying “-------’s gone”. in this way the whole drawing
gradually disappears. In the next class the students re-draw
the picture and re-label the objects. They copy both into their
books.

The teacher’s task is to offer the frame and then appreciate the
excellence of the pupils’ work within the frame, an appreciation
that fills the teacher with joy and powerfully builds her pupils’
self-confidence. I base this model on the work with Maori fiveyear-olds that Ashton Warner describes in her book The
Teacher, work done in New Zealand. The local authority
provided her with highly unsuitable Janet and John reading
books, imported from the UK. Ashton Warner put them in a
cupboard and lost the key!

In this activity the teacher offers a “frame” which the children fill
in their own way in a sort of visual group dialogue. They are the
protagonists. The teacher’s input is limited to a purely technical
one: help with naming of the objects in L2. The teacher has not
“led” or “shaped” the pupils in this activity. The Ashton Warner,
Freire, Dufeu principles are respected.

She asked each child to give her a LIFE-KEY-WORD of his
own, which she wrote down in big letters on a piece of card.
The child took the word card home to show his family. If the
card came back next day smudged and dirty and if the child
could “read” it without hesitation, it went in his file. If not, it
went in the bin. Ashton Warner reckoned that children
remember their real LIFE-KEY-WORDS.

B

Passing an object round the circle

Get the children standing in a circle. Ask one of the more
extrovert ones to imagine they are holding an object. Ask them
to notice the feel of the object, its weight, its size and its
temperature. Now ask this pupil to turn to the neighbour on her
right and silently hand the imaginary object to her. The second
pupil silently notices what she has been given. She may pass it
on as it is to the next person, or she may transform it into a
different imaginary object and then pass it on. This process is
repeated right round the circle.

Ashton Warner offered the children a frame which they filled
with their own content – they were protagonists in these
reading lessons. The teacher did not “lead them out”, the
teacher did not “shape” them. The teacher “learnt” the children
while they learnt to read.
In Paolo Freire’s L1 adult literacy campaigns in Brazil’s North
East, the same learner-centred principles applied. The peasant
farmers and labourers in these classes spoke of and read
about their own reality, their own problems, their own
aspirations. This was reason enough for BRAZIL’S military
dictatorship to guillotine such “communist” programmes.

Now go to the board and ask the first pupil: “What did you give
your neighbour?” Then ask the next child: “What did you
receive?” “What did you then give your neighbour?” And so on
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round the group. Note down the names of the objects the
children have mimed on the board. Now call out names of
objects and ask the whole group to mime holding them. Finally,
ask the children to draw pictures of the objects and to label
them. In this way they have experienced the words
kinaesthetically and spatially-visually.

material ways of being with children would be lunacy. What I
am saying, though, is that to balance such teacher-centred
techniques with frames for the children themselves to fill is
parental common-sense. After all, most parenting is a
compromise between “teaching” and modelling, on the one
hand, and giving children “independence areas” on the other.

This lesson springs from each child’s imagination in the hereand-now. Vocabulary learnt this way is hard to forget as it
comes from the learners themselves, and from their interaction
with each other.

Let me end by thanking Silvia, Paolo and Bernard for the
brilliance of their work in freeing learners from the parental
dominance of teachers.

C

Mario Rinvolucri has worked as an EFL teacher, teacher trainer
and writer at Pilgrims, UK, since 1974. Mario is a prolific writer;
he frequently contributes to THE TEACHER TRAINER and to
HUMANISING LANGUAGE TEACHING. www.hltmag.co.uk
His most recent teacher resource books are: Imagine that! with
Jane Arnold and Herbert Puchta, Helbling Languages and
Creative Writing, with Christine Frank, Helbling Languages,
both 2007.

Group mirroring exercise

Tell the children to stand up facing you. Ask them to imitate
your actions and say exactly what you say, in the same sort of
voice as you use. Get their attention and then start:
“Where is it” looking around
“Where is it” looking under things
“Where’s my teddy?” looking around in a lost way
“Mum……., where’s my teddy?” pause, looking up and
listening
“Who took it?” looking up, listening
“No Mummy……..who took my teddy?” looking up, listening
“John! John! Why did he take my teddy?” Stamping foot,
crying
“I HATE JOHN”

IATEFL's conference in
Cardiff in April 2009
…promises to be every bit as exciting as
previous conferences. We have a number of novel
attractions to entice you and we plan to provide you
with a Welsh flavour and a memorable experience.

Now re-play the scene in the children’s mother tongue, with
them doing your actions and saying the words after you.
Re-play the scene in English so the children this time have a
better semantic grasp of what they are acting out.

PLENARY SPEAKERS
Wednesday - Marc Prensky (USA)
Wednesday - Elana Shohamy (Israel)
Thursday - Bonny Norton (Canada)
Thursday - Fauzia Shamim (Pakistan)
Saturday - Claudia Ferradas (Argentina)

You will rightly object that in this group-mirror exercise the
teacher is imposing a text external to the group, which has not
arisen from the children’s own experience. The obvious way to
correct this is to ask the children to offer you little scenes from
their own experience that you then dramatise for the group.
In this way they become the playwrights and directors with you
in role as the actor (which you have to be for clear technical,
language reasons). Once again the kids are centre-stage,
creating the “text” through which they encounter the target
language. The group mirror is an activity that I learnt from
Bernard Dufeu.

1500 delegates, 300 presentations, 40 exhibitors
Keep checking our website for the latest information

www.iatefl.org
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IATEFL CONFERENCE AND
EXHIBITION

IS THERE A SENSIBLE ROLE FOR
TEACHER INPUT?

CITY HALL & THE NATIONAL
MUSEUM, CARDIFF, UK

So far in this piece I have stressed content created by the
children. Does this mean that primary teachers have to give up
telling stories, singing songs and teaching the class English
nursery rhymes?

TUES 31ST MARCH - SAT 4TH APRIL
2009

To suggest that primary teachers abandon such natural
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When IATEFL gets an
African Queen Mother:
IATEFL Young Learner
SIG goes to Cameroon
Harry Kuchah
Probably, very few ELT practitioners across the world
have heard of Cameroon, especially in discussions related
to their profession. This curious country, sitting between
the centre and the west of Africa, is mostly known for its
football talents or, if you like, for winning the Germanbased Transparency International World Championship for
corruption at the end of the last millennium.

The creation of CAMELTA in 2001, several years after some of
the ten provinces in the country had already been running
activities under their different ELTAs, was a response to the
need for a national platform to address ELT issues nationwide.
Determined to promote quality ELT, CAMELTA set out to
expand its circles, first, throughout the country and later, to the
rest of the world. Its first steps were very much that of uniting
ELTAs nationwide and this, thanks to the unflinching support of
the British Council and the personal determination of the then
Director of BC Cameroon, June Rollinson, became a reality in
no time. With 2700 members nationwide, CAMELTA has to
grapple with challenges that go beyond membership. One of
these has been that of building a professional association
deeply rooted in the socio-cultural and linguistic context within
which it functions but, at the same time, open to the rest of the
world.
This is why Wendy Arnold’s agreement to travel to
Cameroon for a two-week working session with CAMELTA
was received with enthusiasm by all its members.

Who will I be talking to?

Well, whatever you know of Cameroon could as easily be right
as wrong, because the margin between right and wrong in a
country in transition is very difficult to establish. My own fromthe-horse’s-mouth confession is that the cankerworm of
corruption seems to have been relegated to the backbenches
over the last few years thanks to a general reawakening to
social justice. Most imposing in recent years, has been the
need to reform an educational system that was initially built on
the relics of a colonial past, and clearly did not address the
needs of contemporary Cameroon. An important stakeholder in
this process of educational reform has been the Cameroon
English Language and Literature Teachers’ Association –
CAMELTA.
To better grasp the role of CAMELTA within the educational
system, it is necessary to provide a brief background to ELT in
Cameroon. Nobody can possibly dispute the fact that when you
are dealing with a population of about 18 million people, from
more than 250 tribal and language backgrounds, the idea that
one language can be spoken by all, is illusory. Even more so is
the thought that the job of an ELT professional can be easy in
such a multi-linguistic, multi-religious, multi-cultural and even
multi-political context. English and French – Cameroon’s
official languages and languages of instruction – represent the
tip of an immense iceberg. ‘Where’, you may ask, ‘are the
many native languages?’ My answer is simple: they are in
homes, in the villages or somewhere between parents and
their progeny. Yet these languages emerge so distinctly in the
English language classroom that the ELT practitioner is caught
in a linguistic web. The challenge is even more imposing to
Young Learner teachers who receive children from different
linguistic and cultural backgrounds, with sometimes the added
influence of French.

Monday 22 and Tuesday 23 April were consecrated to visiting
the Ministry of Basic Education as well as schools in Yaounde
with the view to providing CAMELTA’s guest of honour with a
first hand picture of the working conditions and challenges of
English teachers/learners. In all, three primary schools and two
secondary schools were visited and in each, Wendy observed
an English lesson and chatted with teachers, students and
school administrative authorities. This was also the opportunity
for her to observe the distinctive differences between ELT in
English medium and French medium schools in Cameroon. A
little time was also given to bureaucratic procedure, with a visit
to the offices of the Secretary General and the Inspector
General of Education of the Ministry of Basic Education who
were visibly flattered by Wendy’s generosity to the Cameroon
educational family.
But the climax of this first phase of her visit was an invitation to
a national television programme Hello to talk about the
forthcoming programme of events. Issues around ELT in a
global context as well as the role IATEFL could play in
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honourable Minister of Basic Education, Haman Adama to
Wendy at her home on Sunday 4 May, a few hours before her
departure from Cameroon. The minister’s words were clear:
‘This is not the end yet. We will be waiting for you again in
Cameroon’.

promoting professional development amongst English
language teachers in Cameroon. There could be no better
advocacy than the eloquent responses Wendy provided to her
talk show hostess.

Addressing the issue
By the end of the first phase of Wendy’s visit to Cameroon, it
was clear that the issue on the table was that of teaching in
under-resourced classrooms. Having observed classes where
learners had no course books and where teachers spent time
talking to the few students who could afford a course book
while the others were left all alone, it was certain that there
could be not greater priority than sharing strategies for
developing materials within the language classroom.
The workshop sessions that followed focused on practical
ways of helping teachers produce texts for the language class.
Wendy guided participants to develop two types of texts – Fact
and Fiction – through a process-oriented approach. Working
alongside Wendy were CAMELTA’s Emma Mojoko and Harry
Kuchah, who ran workshops that threw light on some of
Wendy’s work. Emma, CAMELTA Vice Secretary General,
thrilled participants in Douala, Bafia and Yaounde with her
creative ideas and activities on teaching pronunciation while
Harry provided teachers in Bamenda, Buea and Bafia with
alternative ways of making reading interesting.
In all, nearly 900 teachers from state primary and secondary
schools of both the French medium and the English medium
sub-systems of education attended. The general feedback from
all five towns showed that teachers felt that they were not left
alone to grapple with their day-to-day difficulties.

On Saturday 3 May, after another day of hard work with
teachers in Yaounde, it was time for CAMELTA to say its word
to the woman who had not only devoted herself to the
promotion of quality ELT in Cameroon but had brought the
name of IATEFL to teachers whose longing for networking
opportunities with teachers around the world is overflowing.
From the shrines of our forefathers, from the depths of our
spiritual essence, the bards of CAMELTA were unanimous
that Wendy be conferred the revered responsibility of
‘Ma’afoh CAMELTA’ (CAMELTA Queen Mother), a
responsibility that is timeless.

So while we wait for Wendy to come again, maybe it is time for
CAMELTA to take stock of the fallout of Wendy’s visit to
Cameroon. Teachers are at present trying out different
activities in their classrooms and as the new school year
begins, we all look forward to seeing teachers showcase work
they have been able to do with their learners at provincial
workshops. Before we get there, we must acknowledge that
Wendy’s visit broke open the doors into the Ministry of Basic
Education of Cameroon. For the first time, that ministry
supported the CAMELTA 2008 congress financially and is
currently placing the association on its budget for 2009. Above
this achievement is the award, by IATEFL, of free membership
to 15 of our members. CAMELTA’s affiliation to IATEFL is
therefore no longer a question for debate.

This is the first traditional title CAMELTA has had to confer
upon an individual since it came to existence in 2001. The only
other title, ‘CAMELTA Patron for Life’ has been conferred on
June Rollinson, and Leonnie Kelly, for their role in developing
partnerships with the British Council and the American
Embassy in Cameroon respectively, but this has not carried the
lifelong responsibility that a traditional title comes with. As a
man, I can not possibly understand the traditional
responsibilities of a queen mother; Wendy and the CAMELTA
mothers certainly hold the secret to this. For my part, the clue
to understanding this lies in the reception lunch offered by the

Harry Kuchah is National
Pedagogic Inspector in
charge of Bilingual
Education in the Ministry
of Basic Education in
Cameroon. He is also
Secretary General and
Chief Convenor of the
Cameroon English Language and Literature Teachers’
Association. He holds an MA in English Language Teaching for
Young Learners from the University of Warwick.

Not the End Yet
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From within the story
with drama processes

therefore it is important that drama in language teaching is
structured and channelled towards discovering and exploring.

Janice Bland

Some drama processes are role-on-the-wall, intrapersonal
role-play, teacher-in-role and questioning-in-role. They are
used for exploring characters from literature, both novels and
plays, and for building a deeper insight into the realisation of
character when the students are creating an unscripted play,
based perhaps on a fairy-tale or myth. These techniques help
learners reach beyond initial comprehension to a deeper
“thinking from within the story” (Read 2008, page 6, this issue).

Some drama processes for
channelling ideas

Drama is per se context-embedded
Language without context is like a shadowy reflection in a
mirror. Like the experience of the legendary Lady of
Shalott (Lord Alfred
Tennyson) who was
cursed to watch life only
through her mirror,
context-free activities
are simple, safe and
“protective” of teacher
and student. They are
also falsified and
unsatisfying, a very pale
and hardly recognizable
reflection of life itself…

Role-on-the-wall
This technique is
suitable for any age
group of learners. It
involves drawing a
big poster-sized
outline of different
major characters in
the play or story.
Each group chooses
a character and a
colour to suit that
character, draws the
outline and writes
characteristics,
adjectives or whole
sentences, inside
the outline in the
colour of the
character.

Lady of Shalott (illustrated by
John William Waterhouse)

Contexts create meaning and allow meaning to be shared. The
context – not the language – provides the incentive to talk.
Meaningful context is essential for mental representations and
long-term retention. Much effective drama work involves
multiple overlapping sensory systems – employs theatrical
devices such as movements, physical contact, gestures, facial
expressions, masks, music, puppets, realistic or symbolic
props, rhythm, mime, choral work, shouting, whispering,
singing and dressing up. Contextualizing make-believe in this
way comes naturally to children, it provides them with their vital
learning environment.

When the outlines are full of ideas about the character the
posters are swapped so that each group gets a different
character. The groups now note down the feelings of “their”
character, in the colour of “their” character, on the posters of
the other characters,
but now outside the
outline.

Drama in education is an open, dynamic, developing process.
Without the input of students’ ideas, there is no tension and no
drama. We would probably all agree that gaining insights is far
more important than learning to recite facts, and drama is
highly productive in encouraging critical thinking and innovative
solutions. However, drama also jeopardizes established
routines and pre-ordained, expected outcomes. Drama
demands creativity and flexibility from all participants.

This activity is very
creative and
collaborative, and
can lead to real
insights. These
figures illustrate the
role-on-the-wall
activity from the Pied
Piper (created by
Spanish primary
teachers working
together with the
children) so the

This does not mean “anything goes” in educational drama.
Indeed, restrictions often stimulate creativity, but still allow the
process to be student-led and unpredictable. Many forms of
play, including playground games, sports and drama, are
played according to rules. Paradoxically rules allow more – and
certainly more equally shared – freedom of expression,
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middle of a scripted scene. The picture from The Pied Piper
below (Bland 2004) could be such a frozen moment in class.
The teacher elicits comments on the action from those
watching the scene: The children are running. The first boy is
dancing. The girl in red is clapping her hands… The lady
looking out of the window (a bystander who has no speaking
lines in the mini-play The Pied Piper) can be given a voice – if
necessary with the help of the teacher: E.g. Come back Tom!
Where are you going? Who is that man? What time are you
coming home? Look after your sister!

characteristics of the rat are written inside its outline (happy,
clever, funny, fast, greedy, aggressive) while outside the rat
outline the “villagers” and “village children” have written their
own comments about the rats.
This technique works
equally well whether
working with a play
script, or on the basis of
legends and stories that
the children already
know without a script. It
also works with complex
literature, where the
tremendous number of
characters threatens to
overwhelm
inexperienced readers –
as these days many
who reach university to
train as teachers (sadly)
are.

Teacher-in-role
This is a drama method developed by the British drama
educationist Dorothy Heathcote. The teacher acts with the
children to help structure an improvisation. Often teacher-inrole works best with young learners if the teacher takes on the
role of the villain in a well-known story. So after a story-telling
session on Robin Hood, the teacher becomes the Sheriff of
Nottingham. The class divides into four groups: villagers, Merry
Men, Maid Marion and her ladies, and soldiers in the sheriff’s
castle. All discuss and try out acting what each group is doing
when the sheriff approaches, e.g. digging vegetables, baking
bread, hunting deer with a bow and arrow, building a wall,
guarding the castle. The groups should decide on their feelings
towards the sheriff, giving reasons (He is rich and wicked. We
are poor and hungry. He is cruel. Robin Hood is brave and
good.) before the improvisation begins. When the Sheriff of
Nottingham approaches, all are silent. He is a powerful and
dangerous man! The Sheriff speaks to each group in turn. To
the villagers: Robin Hood is a bad man. He steals money.
(They answer, for example: He is a good man! He helps us! He
gives us money!) To the Merry Men: I hate Robin Hood. He is a
thief. (We love Robin Hood. He is our leader. He is not afraid of
you…) To the ladies: Robin Hood is a fool. He isn’t a hero.
(Robin Hood is clever. He is very brave…) To the soldiers: Do
you love Robin Hood? Who is your master? (We hate Robin
Hood. He kills soldiers!) By speaking against the hero Robin
Hood, the teacher prompts the children to react and take part.
The teacher can help, steer and maintain control while
recycling context-embedded language.

Intra-personal role-play
It is possible to ask two children to represent the thoughts of
the Pied Piper: the Good Pied Piper and the Bad Pied Piper
(intra-personal role-play: Legutke and Thomas 1991, 121).
x
Good Piper: This is very, very cruel. But the mayor
isn’t fair! I’m sad, but I need the money.
x
Bad Piper: I hate the mayor. I hate the villagers. I’m
angry. They can’t trick me. They will be sorry!
Interpretative drama processes of this kind open up deep
thinking about characters. Even the characters in fairy tales,
usually archetypes and fairly one-dimensional, may be
analysed through intra-personal role-play. The child abusers –
the witch who stole Rapunzel and locked her up, the wicked
step-mother in Cinderella – can be analysed and studied
playfully when two children improvise their characteristics.
Their exaggerated idiosyncrasies certainly throw light on
extremes of human behaviour of which children need to gain
some understanding. Intra-personal role-play is challenging,
but as group-work also collaborative, satisfying and very
meaningful.

Questioning-in-role (or Hot-Seating)
This is extremely effective used with older children. As
individual students need to stay in character while being
questioned and challenged by other students, a great deal of
tenacity and creative thinking is required. Try out this technique
with plays written for young adults such as Mr A’s Amazing
Maze Pays (Ayckbourn 1993) a fantasy story with an amazing
interactive finale, Wild Girl, Wild Boy (Almond 2002) an
extremely sensitive study of a “difficult” child, or Allie’s Class
(Bland 2009, 2nd ed.) on school bullying. Can you imagine

Freeze-frame
In freeze-frame the teacher interrupts and freezes a scene.
This could be a frozen moment in an improvisation, or in the
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(Hong Kong and Singapore). 2008 has not yet finished and as
you can see from the map on the co-ordinators’ report, on page
5, we have again forayed out into the big world with events in
India, Exeter, Cameroon and by the time you read this we will
have visited Beijing, Hefei and Seoul.

questioning the class bullies, one at a time, in the “staff room”
with “teachers”, “parents” and the “head-teacher” (teacher-inrole) present? This is real stress for the “hot-seated”
individuals. However, they are in role, and explanations, new
understandings and refreshing relief will follow the
Questioning-In-Role process.
None of the processes described above are linear, routine or
predictable. Characters and situations are explored through
different viewpoints, with a multiplicity of potential outcomes.
The “open” and collaborative nature of drama makes it so
rewarding and satisfying.
Janice is a teacher educator at the
University of Hildesheim, Germany. Janice
conducts the English Fachpraktikum –
school internship – which is part of the
Hildesheim M.Ed. course, and specialises
in the methodology of language teaching
to young learners, creative writing and in
teaching with children’s and young adult
literature. Janice has published several
collections of plays and fairy tales for young learners.

Almond, David (2002) Wild Girl, Wild Boy. London: Hodder
Children’s Books
Ayckbourn, Alan (1993) Mr. A’s Amazing Maze Plays. London:
Samuel French
Bland, Janice (2004) Mini-Plays, Role-Rhymes and other
Stepping Stones to English. Book 2: Legends and Myths.
Bochum: Loewenhaupt
Bland, Janice (2009, 2nd ed) Allie’s Class. California: Players
Press
Legutke, Michael & Thomas, Howard (1991) Process and
Experience in the Language Classroom. Burnt Mill
Read, Carol (2008) Scaffolding children’s learning through
story and drama. CATS (Children And Teenagers), IATEFL YL
SIG Publication, 2/08:6 – 9

We’ll catch our breaths before venturing back across the
Atlantic in July, this time to Brazil, for a 3 day event based on
CLIL. The events co-ordinators are: Niki Joseph (email:
niki.joseph@netcabo.pt) and Gordon Lewis (email:
weynta@yahoo.de )
WATCH THIS SPACE as we are also planning to host an
event in Malaysia in 2009, the exact date of which has not
been confirmed yet.

YL Sig REACHES OUT
Wendy Arnold

And for 2010, pencil in Germany and “somewhere in Africa” …
We hope you’ll agree these are interesting times: we have
either already been there or will reach out to teachers in 5 of
the 7 continents in a period of 4 years! If we haven’t been to
your neck of the woods yet and you are interested in attending
one of our events (these could be presentations, workshops,
teacher training or something else) contact: Wendy Arnold joint
co-ordinator (email:arnoldworld@gmail.com) or Hans Mol
(email: connexxions@bigpond.com ) and help us make your
dream come true by putting us in contact with your teacher
association/Ministry of Education or school in your country.

Recent event types which YLT SIG can help you organise:
2-3 day
events

Presentations
Workshops
Teacher training

2009 has an equally stunning array of events in the pipeline …
starting in March when we shall be co-hosting an event in
Milan, Italy with the LT (Learning Technology) SIG and the
British Council. This will see three streams in parallel: CLIL,
technology and assessment integrating both primary and
secondary levels (so from 6-17 years old) across 3 days.
Events co-ordinators for YL SIG are Gordon (email:
weynta@yahoo.de) and Harry (email:hkuchah@yahoo.com).
We will then be popping across the Atlantic Ocean for the
annual TESOL conference. This year will be hosted by Denver,
Colorado and we have been invited to organise a symposium
on ‘Extensive Reading in the 21st Century: towards a new
reality’ with a group of 6 presenters showing a global and
diverse perspective of where extensive reading might be
heading in the future. Presenters include Lori Fredericks,
Richard Day, Gordon Lewis, Hans Mol and Wendy Arnold.
TESOL is immediately followed by another jump back across
the Atlantic to the IATEFL annual conference for a preconference event ‘Theory to Practice: a celebration’.

References

1 day
event

As you know Beijing was the site
of the 2008 Olympic Games and
our delegates will have had the
chance to see some of the
magnificent buildings on their way
in from the airport. Who can forget the beginning of the
Olympics from the humorously nicknamed ‘Bird’s Nest’
Olympic Stadium!

Tailoring an
event to
meet your
needs

2007 was the beginning of an exciting journey for the YL Sig as
we ventured out of Europe and had our first events in Asia
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Introduce puppets into your lessons
conﬁdently and effectively using

Teaching with Bear
Available now as:

NEW

Book + DVD

INCLU

D ED

DVD

• interviews with teacher trainer and
award-winning author Mary Slattery
• real classroom extracts of teachers using Bear
• lots of activities and practical ideas.

Teaching with

Bear
Using puppets in the language
classroom with young learners

Also
available as:
Book + DVD +
Bear puppet
Pack

Mary
Slattery



www.oup.com/elt



TEACHERACTOR, a
new teaching concept

Improvisation: Having your objective in mind, use whatever
comes up in class.
Experience: Try different ways of doing things and learn from
mistakes. Teachers usually overcorrect, students feel ashamed
of making mistakes and we kill creativity and spontaneity.
Voice: Learning how to breathe, using tone and pitch to create
different effects.
Surprise effect: Change the structure of your class
continuously to keep your students on the alert. Actors would
never let you know what comes next (unless they do it on
purpose for a special reason)

Fernanda Mollá
Teachers and actors have a lot in common. They both use
their bodies and voice as main working tool, deal with
repetition most of the time, have an audience (and expect
a reaction from it), have a script (text) to study and present
making it as interesting and organic as possible, both deal
with space and movement.

Teachers are dealing with a new generation that is hungry for
close human interaction. We must keep in mind we are
becoming less informative and more formative each passing
year. It’s time to shake off the dust and move forward!

So, why shouldn’t teachers profit from all the acting techniques
available? Drama involves much more than playing games in
class. What about training the teacher as an actor? Teaching
him how to use the actor’s training techniques for his class and
students? Giving him the tools to make his class unique, alive
and interesting? Just like that amazing performance you will
never forget!

Fernanda Mollá has been an English drama teacher in UK,
Argentina, Mexico and Chile for more than twenty years and
has specializes in pedagogical theatre – drama techniques
implemented for teaching. She currently trains teachers to
become “teacheractors”.
mfermolla@hotmail.com

All the different roads you may take to become an actor have a
very important and unique goal: “Getting to know your real
self”. Being able to undo the social character we have all
created to function in everyday life, but which in a way limits
our creativity. Exploiting all the abilities you have and training
those you don’t, involving body and emotions into whatever
you present on stage.

Webwatch
http://scenario.ucc.ie

The Online Journal for Drama and Theatre
in Foreign and Second Language Education

Here are some of the acting tips I have found most useful for
the process of becoming a teacheractor:

x

SCENARIO is a bilingual (English-German), fully peerreviewed online journal, bridging the fields of aesthetic
education and foreign/second language education. Launched
in 2007, the journal appears twice a year (spring/autumn).

Before the class:

Checking your emotions: Simply asking yourself how you are
feeling at that very moment and dealing with the emotion so it
does not interfere with your class.
Active relaxation: You sit on a chair and start checking the
different parts of your body to get ready for teaching. You make
all the necessary movements to relax while you are active at
the same time.
Clarifying objectives: Which is your objective for the class
about to start?

x

Actual Teaching:

Giving life to text: Don’t tell SHOW!
Body Language: Are you sure about the message your body
is conveying? Children are experts at reading body language!
Concentration in action: You and your students can
concentrate while you move!
Rhythm: Emotions are related to rhythm. If it is fast, we usually
associate it with happiness and light weight; if it is slow, we
tend to think about sadness and heaviness.
Repetition: Using different objectives and approaches every
time.

The focus of SCENARIO is on the role of drama and theatre in
the teaching and learning of foreign/second languages,
including the literature and culture associated with the
respective languages. The journal has a distinctly
interdisciplinary orientation, encouraging contributions from
different research disciplines and fields of practice.

SCENARIO responds to the needs of language teachers,
scholars, theatre professionals and drama- and theatre-ineducation specialists for a platform within which they can
engage in interdisciplinary and intercultural dialogue.
SCENARIO readers are introduced to different innovative
concepts of drama-based language teaching and learning, and
models of teaching practice adaptable to different target groups
and institutional settings.
Editors:
scenario@ucc.ie
Manfred Schewe, Department of German, University College Cork
Susanne Even, Department of Germanic Studies, Indiana University,
Bloomington
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MA in Teaching English to Young Learners
(by distance)
The Centre for English Language Teaching, Department of
Educational Studies, University of York was the first to run this
highly specialised and internationally acclaimed distance learning
MA in TEYL.
The MA in TEYL is a two-year study programme comprising
eight multimedia self-study modules, plus participation in an annual
Preparatory Course, which can be followed face-to-face or online.
The face-to-face Preparatory Course will be delivered at three
different times of the year in three different centres during each
academic year. In 2008 the face-to-face courses will be held:
 during July in York, UK
 during November/December in Singapore
In Spring 2009 we are also hoping to start delivery in Vancouver,
Canada: please contact us if you would like further details of this.
The online Preparatory Course, starting each February, is available for
those unable to attend any of the face-to-face Preparatory Courses.
Study on the programme is carried out by following detailed and supported
modules, plus close 1:1 supervisory support by distance. Students are
supplied with CD’s of these modules at the beginning of each year of the
programme.
Assessment is by way of eight module assignments, some of which
require the carrying out of small-scale classroom-based research projects.
Emphasis within the programme is on the linking of theory and practice,
making extensive use of material from authentic classes. Students can
choose to focus on one of the following age groups for individual
assignments:
6-11 years, 11-16 years, or 6-16 years
Contact us now for information on our courses or visit our website –
MA in TEYL Programme Administrator
CELT, Vanbrugh College
University of York, York YO10 5DD
Email celt-teyl@york.ac.uk / Tel +44 1904 433688 / Fax +44 1904 432481

http://www.york.ac.uk/celt/teyl/ma_teyl.htm

Macmillan English
Explorers
- stories children love reading and teachers love teaching
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